Global demand will impact on
SA automotive component industry
Compiled by Schalk Burger
While there is significant alignment in the South African
automotive industry from original-equipment manufacturers
(OEMs), impor ters, expor ters and unions around the
comprehensive Automotive Masterplan 2035, global demand
and technology changes will inevitably impact on the local
industry, says National Association of Automotive Component
and Allied Manufacturers (NAACAM) president and KAP
Automotive CEO Ugo Frigerio.

T

he South African automotive industry exports about
60% of its produce and any
negative impacts on gross domestic product of countries the industry exports to will result in softer
demand. Demand for automotive
components will mostly track vehicle sales and weaker demand in key
markets will negatively affect the
whole value chain.
“Even prior to the outbreak of the
COVID-19 virus, vehicle sales have
trended lower in China, Europe,
Japan and South Africa, while sales
were moderate in the Americas.
Reactions to the potential impact of
the virus will likely reduce demand
worldwide. This will impact on
exports, while a lack of growth is
reducing local vehicles sales and
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impacting on the local automotive
industry.”
South Africa should aim to elevate its competitiveness and ensure
that support is available to enable
companies in the industry to remain
at the forefront of automotive technology and trends, advises Frigerio.
The competitiveness of manufacturing operations is a complex issue
and may be influenced by supply
chain considerations or efficiencies,
as well as ex-factory costs.
However, progressively achieving the local industry’s growth
plan is hindered by a lack of stable
power supply and increasing electricity costs without a proportional
increase in reliability of supply.
Therefore, the ability to source
alternative power is critical and
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several South African automotive
manufacturing companies have
initiated gas and solar power pilot
projects, adds Frigerio.
“Legislation needs to be accommodating to enable the industry
to secure power supply to ensure
continuous production, alleviate
some of the challenges of Eskom
and potentially help to ameliorate
input cost growth.”
While many factors determine
competitiveness in the automotive
industry, quality, delivery and cost
are the most important metrics.
Costs relate to things within and
beyond the control of a company.
South African automotive companies struggle to compete directly
with many countries’ industries in
terms of volumes and any negative
impact on its competitiveness is difficult to overcome.
This is why benchmarking is
important, as it enables the industry
to compare its efficiencies against
manufacturers worldwide. These
pressures also compel companies
to have in place skills development
programmes, he adds.
Frigerio says there is significant
upskilling and reskilling in the indus-

try, although the pace of developing
new skills is hampered by the poor
schooling levels of young adults,
which have to be overcome through
basic bridging courses.
“The shortage of skills in the
industry is expected to be exacerbated as mobility changes worldwide, which includes cars becoming
less like a commodity and more
product-like, with additional sophisticated and connected systems.
This may challenge the industry to
catch up with the requirements of
global trends,” says Frigerio.
From NAACAM’s point of view,
each component manufacturer,
depending on the products it produces, provides a certain amount
of in-house training and external
training with support from sectoral
education authorities and education
fund schemes.
More education programmes
appropriate to where the industry is heading should be encouraged, but funding is a challenge,
he emphasises.
The capabilities of automotive
component industry workers tie into
its competitiveness, and greater
• To page 40
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levels of mechanical, technical and
digital competences among workers of all levels will support more
stable production and improve the
ability of the industry to upskill and
reskill workers as demand dictates.

Mobility Changes
Similar to the nascent automotive and component manufacturing industries in Africa, the
local industry must be careful
of the significant transformation
of human mobilit y predicted.
Software, as an example, will
become more relevant and important to the industry.
It is not inconceivable that automotive manufacturers will team up
with software companies to produce cars that serve in connected
environments, says Frigerio.
The changes can dramatically
boost the demands on component
manufacturers, but they can also

present a risk as OEMs may disappear as the commodity value of
vehicles fade when mobility can
be accessed as a service.
While the change will be gradual, and suppor t for existing
and new models will lag behind
the introduction of new forms
of mobility and propulsion, the
South African automotive components industry cannot afford to be
behind the curve of technological change, he adds.
“ Te n t o t w e n t y
years from now,
ownership
of a commuter
vehicle
may not
be a good
investment,
if access to
m o b ili t y s e rvic e s is r e a dily
available. However,

this does not mean there will be
fewer cars, as car volumes are
expected to grow steadily, and
more stringent maintenance
standards for public transport,
including ride sharing and eventually autonomous vehicles, should
generate constant demand for
components.”
The industry cannot predict
which direction mobility will take,
and is modelling several scenarios to understand

the impact of potential changes
and develop strategies to mitigate negative impacts and exploit
opportunities.
New considerations are also
coming to the fore, such as the
cybersecurity of connected vehicles
and passenger safety systems as
the shape of the cockpit changes
and how readily a vehicle and its
components can be recycled.
“Automotive manufacturers are
forging alliances, even with competitors inside and
outside the industry to absorb and
spread the costs of
transitioning their
businesses. This
migration of the
entire industry will,
by necessity, form
part of the continuous improvement
in our industry,”
he concludes.
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Long-term planning,

growth supported by policy
Compiled by Schalk Burger
The National Association
of Automotive Component
and Allied Manufacturers
(NAACAM) has been part of
the fabric of the South African
automotive manufacturing
landscape for over 40 years.

I

n that time, the sector has
evolved from a highly prote c te d, inward-focus e d
production base that exclusively
served domestic market needs into
a great example of a South African
manufacturing sector in step with
global requirements, and a dominant, competitive producer of
automotive products on the African
continent, says NAACAM executive
director Renai Moothilal.

There is no doubt that the
growth of the sector has been on
the back of a supportive industrial
policy implemented by the South
African government, and today it is
commonplace to see vehicles and
components produced in our country leaving on ships destined for
major markets across the globe.
That policy has been through
various iterations, with the most
recent one being policies linked
to the South African Automotive
Masterplan 2035, he says.
The long-term planning certainty
it induces is positive, and an example of where State support for a
value adding sector has cross-cutting economic benefits. With more
than 100 000 direct manufacturing

John Moffat Prolock
Natal Gaskets
Level 2 B-BBEE | 51% Black Owned

jobs, it is crucial to South Africa’s
re-industrialisation plans.
The last Australian automotive
plant closed in 2017, as a direct
result of the government there
removing similar policy support
levers. It is doubtful whether
South Africa’s economy could cope
with the mass job cuts that would
arise without supportive policy, he
highlights.
However, with such support
comes business’ increasing responsibility to find more ways of creating economic opportunities for
the wider South African populace.
“When we talk about the importance of ensuring deep localisation
and increasing the transformation
rates in the sector, it is about find-
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development journey.”
To that extent, NAACAM has
expanded its service offering to
assist members to find creative
ways of taking advantage of new
localisation opportunities that
come about as a result of policy
pressures, deepen their own base
of lower tier supply, and increase
the pool of South African, blackowned businesses that enter this
very complex manufacturing chain,
says Moothilal.
The association has positioned
itself as not only a voice of the
component manufacturers, but
also a partner in a range of competitiveness improvement initiatives. A recent example is the
in-house administration service
provided out of the NAACAM office
to the Automotive Supply Chain
Competitiveness Initiative.
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This jointly funded partnership
between government, through the
Department of Trade, Industry and
Competition, industry and labour,
is key to rolling out activities that
ensure long-term shop-floor competitiveness improvement, and can
be useful in a range of emerging
supplier development contexts.
“It is our view that targeting the
dual goals of greater localisation
and transformation in the sector
will guide NAACAM activities in the
foreseeable future, and this is no
different to the other partners we
work with. Ultimately, it is in all
our interests to see the objectives
of the South African Automotive
Masterplan 2035 achieved. The
NAACAM office is always available to engage with members and
interested stakeholders on how
this can be better achieved,” concludes Moothilal.

Policy certainty to support

manufacturing growth
Compiled by Schalk Burger
The broad support for the Automotive Masterplan 2035 by
companies across the value chain and the certainty that it
creates supports local vehicle-manufacturing growth and,
consequently, for the automotive components industry
to increase supply, says Sumitomo Rubber South Africa
(Sumitomo Dunlop) CEO and National Association of
Automotive Component and Allied Manufacturers (NAACAM)
VP Riaz Haffejee.

M

ajor automotive manufacturers are expected
to p r o d u c e s eve r a l
new-vehicle models in South
Africa over the next few years.
These types of projects are what
original-equipment manufacturers (OEMs) can do if supported
by sufficient policy certainty,
he adds.
With the involvement of indus-
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tr y bodies and their members, including NA ACAM and
th e N ati o n a l A s s o c i ati o n of
Automobile Manufacturers of
South Africa (NAAMSA), policy
certainty allows for decisions
to be made with a high level of
confidence. This, in turn, also
impacts on supply chain partners who are better able to plan
and invest for growth in demand.
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“The quality and performance
standards required by manufacturers are often higher than
regumarkets.
“Working with the OEMs, we
c a n inve s ti g ate ex p o r t p r o duction potential into countries in support of their growth
strategies.”
The local automotive component industry will benefit from
new production models from
automotive manufacturers on
the back of the industry policy
document. The global industry
is expected to see fairly consistent growth until 2028, with
new models expected during
this period.
This multiyear visibility into
planned future vehicles enables
the industry to make good deci-

sions, and Sumitomo Dunlop
has grown its local tyre production and its production capacity
based on the certainty created
by the OEMs’ plans.
However, the increase in production capacity is in contrast
to the state of the South African
economy and the consecutive
three-year contraction of local
d e m a n d. S u m i to m o D u n l o p
exp e c ts ne g ative g row th to
continue in the local tyre market over the next year or two,
he says.
“Investments to boost local
manufacturing are long-term
considerations and not solely
based on the availability of capital because they require that we
train people to capacitate our
operations properly.”
The priority for the local tyre
industry, including importers, is
to ensure that their cost structures are in line, identify profit
opportunities and look to the
future, concludes Haffejee.

Tyre manufacturer building
retail markets to secure growth
Compiled by Schalk Burger
With export and original equipment demand in the automotive
industry in Africa growing year on year, it is critical for
companies to expand their reach into high-growth markets
in Africa to secure long-term growth, says Sumitomo Rubber
South Africa (Sumitomo Dunlop) CEO Riaz Haffejee.

T

he proportion of imports
in a market depends on
currenc y f luc tuations,
with more favourable exchange
rates leading to more imports, and
vice versa during periods of less
favourable exchange rates, he notes.
Amid tyre sales having declined
in South Africa for a third consecutive year, the company’s strategy is
to penetrate white spaces in Africa
in which demand for replacement
tyres and new tyres is expected to
grow in line with these high-growth
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markets of Kenya, Nigeria, Ethiopia,
Ghana, Rwanda and Côte d'Ivoire.
“To secure long-term growth,
we have developed a retail chain
of 70 stores in growth markets outside Southern Africa to build our
customer base and brand affinity
through distributors. High-quality
tyres, good service and good customer experiences are important
to win customers in these markets when competing directly with
imports,” he says.
A key differentiating factor in the
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tyre market is supporting products
and vehicle models on
the ground throughout the continent.
“While original-equipment
manufacturers
(OEMs) grow
their presence in
these key
growth
market s,
we are simultaneously
expanding tyre
r e t a il o u t l e t s
like Dunlop Zones in
these territories to enable
service providers to offer
original equipment replacement tyres to consumers.”

The next step for Sumitomo
Dunlop is to provide tyres to OEMs
moving from semi-knockdown to
complete knock-down assembly
in the countries they operate in.
Sumitomo Dunlop’s strategy
in Africa is also helping it to
secure corporate and fleet operator customers, but this market
share is more strongly linked
to the company’s technical
competences and capabilities and
level of support.
Sumitomo Dunlop provides
technical training for distributors and partners in African
markets to enable them to
provide technical services
for business clients, which
also boosts customer
service.
“What we are going
through now is a huge
shift in the auto industry and, as a result,
there will be effects
to the tyre industry as
well,” says Haffejee.

Automotive industry transformation

focused on future of mobility
Compiled by Schalk Burger
The automotive industry is
transforming globally, and
South Africa can capture
the economic potential of
these changes if it prepares
and transforms its industry,
says National Association of
Automobile Manufacturers of
South Africa (NAAMSA) CEO
Mike Mabasa.

T

here are significant opport unit ie s t o grow South
Africa's exports and simultaneously widen and deepen the
localisation of automotive component manufacturing and automotive manufacturing. “The global
nature of the automotive industry,
however, does require that we do
so in an orderly manner to attract
investment, and sustain and grow
our local industries,” he explains.
To this end, the newly established
Automotive Industry Transformation
Fund is aimed at enabling those
who aspire to own businesses in
the supply chain to own dealerships
and repair operations, as well as
component manufacturing, materials and fluids businesses. However,
such ownership will materialise
only if aspirants have the requisite
experience and skills to meet the
exacting standards of the industry,
including protecting the health and
lives of people.
“There is also a continuing and
sustained focus on skills development and the upskilling of youth
and women to draw them into the
industry. This is not only to transform the economy of South Africa,
but also meet the new skills requirements of the industry.”
Such skills include those needed
to make and maintain electric vehicles, and information and communication technology skills required
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MIKE MABASA
There is a continuing and sustained
focus on skills development in the
industry

for increasingly connected vehicles.
“Vehicles these days are computers on wheels. South Africa has
more technicians than mechanics
working in the automotive industry,
as an example,” he adds.
Further, the automotive industry
has acknowledged the imperative
of transforming across all levels of
the supply chain and is committed
to supporting transformation to
scale up the impact of the industry's investment and initiatives.
Transformation is a business imperative and NAAMSA expects to see it
accelerate over the next few years,
says Mabasa.
There is significant scope for
component and automotive manufacturers to cooperate – which
does not inhibit competition – on
aspects such as skills development,
value-chain transformation and support for supplier development in
recognition of the need to ensure
the sustainability of the industry.
“If we have the necessary specialised skills, the new capacity and
transformation of the automotive
industry will afford South Africa a
better chance to attract investment
in conventional and new propulsion
technologies.”
Collaboration will magnify the
impact of investments, which are
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typically done individually by companies, and bolster the ability of
the industry to pursue new strategic directions.
Component and automobile
manufacturers are being driven
to improve their ability to innovate
and develop new ways of adding
value and changing revenue models to prepare for the vastly different mobility landscape envisioned
within the next 20 to 30 years.
However, Mabasa warns that
power supply problems are hampering the production of components and automobiles, and that
several companies in the industry
are investigating alternative sources
of energy to power their operations.
“The economic and infrastructure
problems in South Africa impact
negatively on the industry’s ability
to innovate, as it has to grapple with
these risks, rather than advance the
important issues of transformation
and development sustainability.”
The Automotive Masterplan 2035
also aims to improve the localisation content from 39% to 60% in
vehicles manufactured and, thereby,
ensure that the industry can support the local component manufacturing sector.
Industry associations NAAMSA
and the National Association of

Automotive Component and Allied
Manufacturers (NAACAM) are working with automotive original-equipment manufacturers to ambitiously
increase the local-content threshold
and identify which components can
sustainably be localised.
Economies of scale are of paramount importance in the industry
to ensure its competitiveness. This
does constrain the potential development of local suppliers, owing to
the quantities and quality of components that must be produced.
However, producing components
for the aftermarket and for export
can help to provide sufficient baseline demand and the economic
fundamentals necessary to support development of suppliers and,
thereby, improve the financial metrics to garner investment in productive capacity, concludes Mabasa.

African automotive industry
requires political will, eco system

Compiled by Schalk Burger
Increasing the motorisation rate in Africa from about
42 vehicles per 1 000 people to at least the world average of
180 vehicles per 1 000 people provides an opportunity for
industrialisation, economic growth, balance of payments and
job creation in Africa, says industry body African Association
of Automotive Manufacturers (AAAM) CEO Dave Coffey.

T

his presents an opportunity to increase the number of new vehicles sold,
and facilitate automotive and
component manufacturing in
African countries. Effective automotive industrialisation depends
on supporting and enabling policies
in the countries, along with an automotive ecosystem in which companies in various African countries will
participate in regional automotive
manufacturing hubs-and-spokes.
Automotive manufacturing must
ultimately be done at scale to allow
for competitive and sustainable production over the long-term, but conservative estimates indicate that the
fewer than one-million new vehicles
sold a year in sub-Saharan Africa
will rise to more than two-million
new vehicles a year within fifteen
years, he says.
The AAAM’s objective is to support industrialisation in Africa and
this can be achieved progressively
and sustainably by helping governments to develop sound automotive
programmes, which require policies and relevant legislation deal-
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ing with incentives, second-hand
vehicles, quality standards, vehicle
financing and skills programmes to
encourage automotive and component manufacturing.
However, a regional approach is
important to facilitate production
at scale, he emphasises, as it is not
possible for every country to assemble vehicles competitively. Some
countries may assemble vehicles or
other forms of motorisation, while
other countries may manufacture
components and provide services
to the assembly hubs.
“If African continental free trade
is effected, the main beneficiaries will be those countries that are
already industrialised with significant automotive manufacturing
industries in place. Free trade on
the continent will increase the barriers to creating automotive manufacturing supply chains in countries
that do not already have significant
industrial productive capacity unless
this aspect of industrial policy is
specifically catered for in the African
Continental Free Trade Area.”
Therefore, a regional African
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DAVE COFFEY
Quality of products, maintenance,
service and components are crucial
to create a supportive ecosystem

approach to identify and leverage
the comparative advantages of a
country, including existing manufacturing capacity and raw materials availability, as well as their role
in an automotive supply chain in a
hub-and-spoke approach, will provide the broadest benefits for countries’ industrialisation drives and
serve the long-term growth prospects for the automotive industries
in Africa, explains Coffey.
More than 90% of vehicles in
Africa are bought second-hand,
but not all imported second-hand
vehicles are of an acceptable safety
standard or correctly declared at
ports of entry. Putting in place regulations that require second-hand
imports to be of a certain standard
and below a certain age will enable countries to not only improve
the safety and reduce emissions
of vehicles on their roads, but also
offset substandard-quality imports
and incentivise local production.
A successful regional automotive industry ecosystem requires
affordable vehicle financing, and
the AAAM has engaged various
financial institutions on affordability and asset-based financing. This
approach is not common across the
continent, and financing is typically

based on an individual’s earning
capacity and not using the residual value of the vehicle in a system where the value of the vehicle
is preserved.
“A whole ecosystem approach,
including policies, incentives regulations, standards, manufacturing
and financing, is required to support
the movement of African countries
into the effective industrialisation of
the automotive industry. The quality
of products, maintenance, service
and components are crucial to create a supportive ecosystem, and is
linked to the insurance of vehicles
and impacts directly on affordable
financing,” he says.
The aim is to ensure that the
countries’ industries add value in the
supply chain and participate fairly
and sustainably. Further, regional
cooperation on policy and standards
is important to ensure that automotive industrialisation is sustainable
and to the benefit of all participating countries’ industries.
Automotive component manufacturers and suppliers will follow volume
production, and original-equipment
manufacturers are more likely to
establish semi-knock-down and
progress to complete knock-down
assembly operations as the sales of
new vehicles grow, supported by an
effective ecosystem.
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Export competitiveness will boost
local component manufacturers
Compiled by Schalk Burger
Skills are a critical
requirement to sustainably
allow for the establishment
and development of local
black suppliers to the
automotive industry.

ARTHUR MTOMBENI
Developing and sustaining suppliers
require that the entrepreneur has
the necessary skills and industry
experience

M

ost of the suitable entrepreneur candidates to
establish and run local
component manufacturing and
supply operations will come from
the automotive industry, says
industry body National Association
of Automotive Component and
Allied Manufacturers (NAACAM)
VP Arthur Mtombeni.
“Developing and sustaining suppliers require that the entrepreneur has the necessary skills and
industry experience, as well as
entrepreneurial skills and drive.
Therefore, we expect that new
suppliers will have to be developed from within our industry and
will depend on experienced people who want to run their own
businesses.”
There is no quick way of developing tier-one local black suppliers for the automotive industry or
further downstream manufacturers
and suppliers to tier-one suppliers.
This is compounded by economic
and industrial conditions that are
not conducive to the development
of new black suppliers, as well as
the lack of a productive base in
allied industries or general manufacturing on which to build local
component manufacturers and
suppliers, he says.
“There is limited room for the
automotive component industry
to fund the development of industry suppliers and there must be
a focus on defining the automotive component supplier industry
to determine where spending will
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most effectively support the development of sustainable and competitive suppliers,” emphasises
Mtombeni.
While the commitment to transforming the automotive components industry is recognised as a
necessary element of sustainability, new entrants to the industry
will require support. This must,
by necessity, be derived from the
whole industry to improve the scale
of the impact of funds, which can
entail providing access to customers’ supply chains through,
for example, offtake agreements.
“Suppliers need critical mass to
be sustainable, which requires that
they have customers and sufficient
surplus capacity to sustain themselves as and when their order
book grows,” says Mtombeni.

Localisation
The Automotive Masterplan 2035
is aimed at ensuring that the country develops a strong and competitive supply base. This should help
to ensure that it can satisfy new
export demand, as well as sustain
its exports globally.
However, its main objective is to
ensure that the country develops
suppliers for national demand using
local industry constituents and to
deepen and widen localisation.
W i d e r l o c ali s at i o n e nt ail s
that more suppliers can meet
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original-equipment manufacturers
(OEM)demands and quality standards, while deeper localisation
ensures that as many of the components and raw materials as possible are produced in South Africa
and also meet quality standards.
“We have shallow localisation in
tier-one suppliers, and an almost
nonexistent tier-two. This is the
area we consider to hold potential
to bolster local content in the vehicle and automotive supply chain,”
highlights Mtombeni.
It is difficult to create a competitive supply chain that can bring
benchmarked parts to the market
at competitive prices amid increasing input costs, such as energy
prices that increase by up to 20%
a year. Increasing input costs mean
that suppliers are less competitive
against global benchmarks.
“This is why we have to look
for other levers to make us more

competitive. We are no longer a
cheap labour market, and increases
in input costs reduce our ability
to sustain wage growth and can
be a threat to smaller suppliers’
sustainability.
“Investments into the local automotive industry by OEMs and industry suppliers must make economic
sense,” emphasises Mtombeni.
The need for economically feasible investments, such as in local
supplier development, will determine which components can be
produced locally for local OEMs
and, hence, the pace of deeper
localisation.
The local automotive industry supply chain, including OEMs,
can serve as technology partners
for local suppliers and act in concert to boost existing suppliers’
and new suppliers’ skills and to
advise on technology changes in
the industry.

Advertorial | COVA Advisory

Independent advisors offer
unrivalled support to the
automotive industry

C

ova Ad v iso r y is a 51% b l ac k ow n e d
company with a specific focus on
government programmes, including grants
and tax incentives, and is a proud member of the
National Association of Automotive Component and
Allied Manufacturers.
Cova has positioned itself as an independent
advisor on matters ranging from Customs and
Excise, Carbon and Energy strategy and green
related funds, to Carbon Tax and carbon policies,
and renewable energy. Cova has set up a strong
local network within the private and government
sectors. To offer a comprehensive service to
automotive components manufacturers our team
is made up of engineers, accountants and lawyers.
Cova Advisory is one of only seven active inspection
bodies accredited by the South African National
Accreditation System (SANAS) to measure and
verif y energy savings (Cer tification Number
EEMV0007). Our team comprises cer tified
Measurement and Verification (M&V) professionals
to do this inspection work.
What we do
Cova Advisory has unrivalled expertise in four key
areas:
• Providing advice on tax incentives such as those
offered under the Automotive Production and
Development Programme and government grants
such as the Automotive Investment Scheme - and
the complex factors that must be considered by
applicants.
• T h e gre e n l a ndsc a p e a nd Sou th Af r ic a n
government measures to encourage firms to
become more energy efficient.
• Customs and Excise advisory work.
• Corporate finance advisory and finance raising.

Cova Team photo

Incentive advisory services
The following incentives are available to OEMs and
automotive component manufacturers:
• Automotive Investment Scheme
• Black Industrialists Scheme
• Critical Infrastructure Programme
• Support Programme for Industrial Innovation
• Section 11D Tax Allowance Incentive (for research
and development)
• Section 12L Tax Allowance Incentive (for energy
efficiency)
• APDP drawbacks and credits, including PRCCs.
Cova offers a comprehensive service to companies
on the grants and incentives offered by the South
African government to the automotive sector. This
includes the assessment of projects to determine
the best support schemes available and assistance
with the preparation of applications, liaison with
government agencies and the vital follow-up on
successful applications to ensure all criteria for
sustained support are met.
Business advisors on Customs matters
Cova plays an integral role in facilitating inward and
outward investment by providing Customs and
Excise advisory services to companies operating
in the automotive sector. Our aim is to assist
companies with navigating their way through
the process of entering new markets as well as
mitigating Customs and Excise risks and ensuring
compliance.
Our Customs and Excise services include:
• Registrations with the International Trade
Administrations Commission of South Africa.
• Customs dispute resolution
• Customs valuation opinions
• Customs registrations

• Stage consignment rulings
• SARS preferred trader programme
• IDZ / SEZ advisory
• Tariff opinion
• Trade agreement advisory (including Rules of
Origin)
• Rebate compliance
Energy and Carbon advisory services
Cova is ideally placed to help companies to
understand the challenges related to going green,
and to reap the rewards of adopting a green
strategy.
Accreditation:
Cova Advisory is one of only seven active inspection
bodies authorised by SANAS to measure and verify
energy savings. Our team comprises certified
professionals to do this inspection work in energy
M&V.
Our energy advisory services include:
• M&V services for the Section 12I and Section 12L
Tax Allowance Incentives.
• Energy audits.
• Drafting of energy management plans.
• Carbon related ser vices including carbon
emissions reporting and carbon policy assistance.
• Carbon Tax advisory, including Carbon Tax
calculations and Carbon Tax registration with
government.
• Carbon offset advisory.
Corporate Finance advisory
Cova Advisor y can assist companies in the
automotive sector with raising a mix of development
finance and commercial funding (debt and equity)
through a process of:
• Opportunity assessments: Assessing the
availability of development and commercial funding.
• Funding strategy and deal structuring:
Structuring the opportunity, project or business to
access the available funding.
• Project preparation (if required): Drafting
business plans and compiling the associated
financial models.
• Raising funding: Preparing the marketing
documents (pitch decks), sourcing, and managing
and driving negotiations with funders through to
closure.

Tel: +27 11 568 3340
Email: info@cova-advisory.co.za
www.cova-advisory.co.za

Exports can support greater
local automotive development
Compiled by Schalk Burger

T

he South African automotive industry currently
exports to 155 countries
and provides components and
vehicles that meet global quality
standards. About 60% of exports
are to developed international
markets, and European countries
account for 58% of this.
About 13% of the automotive industry’s exports are into
the rest of Africa and the free
trade area provides an opportunity for the local industry to
explore new markets as part of the
African Association of Automobile
Manufacturers, he says.
“To meet the ambitious goals of
the Automotive Masterplan 2035
to grow the number of vehicles
produced in South Africa from
600 000 a year to 1.4-million a year,
sufficient demand and production capacity are required. Africa
is expected to be one of the key
drivers to attain this objective and,
subsequently, more than double
our local manufacturing volumes.”
Any growth into African markets
should be done to ensure that the
socioeconomic climate in the markets is also boosted such as identifying potential suppliers in the
supply chains, including providing
materials and/or components for
the local automotive manufacturing industry.
“We believe that focusing on supporting the comparative advantages
of each country to which the local
industry exports, including identifying portions of supply and value
chains that can be established
within these countries will allow for
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a mutually beneficial situation for
development of the local industry
and participants in these markets.”
Additionally, this approach can
also help to overcome the problem of grey imports by ensuring
that buyers gain sufficient value
and quality of services from the
value chain to compete against the
lower prices of these grey imports.
“This value-chain approach
is also set to raise the quality
and safety of the vehicles,
components and service
levels, as well as customer expectations, in
Africa. All manufacturers of global automotive brands worldwide
have to adhere to global
safety and quality standards.”
While price remains a key factor in vehicle purchasing behaviour in Africa, businesses and fleet
operators are likely to recognise
the value of better services and
support, as well as better quality components to ensure their
vehicles remain in good operating condition.
This value-driven mindset is
expected to grow among consumers, if there is sufficient support
and quality of services in these
territories.
Further, the automotive and
mobilit y industr y’s transition
provides ample opportunity for
youth, technically skilled people
and aspiring business people to
enter the industry and provide new
services and products.
“Future mobility will provide
greater opportunities for new
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Local economic headwinds may potentially be offset by
increasing exports under the African Continental Free Trade
Area, says industry body National Association of Automobile
Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA) CEO Mike Mabasa.
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role-players to enter the industry
in South Africa and in the rest of
the continent. Transformation of
the industry is critical to adapt to
technological changes and, with
this, we can also secure local
participation in this continuously
evolving industry and establish
Africa’s role in the global automotive industry,” says Mabasa.
“Given the technological
changes and the growth opportunities in the industry, it provides
good career options for technically
skilled youth and entrepreneurial
people who will be challenged to
adapt continuously, and provide
them with business and technical
skills that can be applied across
multiple industries and in future
digital economies.”
The focus on quality and standards in the automotive industry

will also drive similar requirements
of digital systems and analytical
systems to ensure the health and
safety of passengers.
Further, more digital communication channels and customer
interactions will also boost the
services sector of the automotive
industry, such as through notifications for vehicle maintenance and
automatic bookings, which will
require that workshops and technical operations be linked to digital service platforms and adhere
to strict quality standards.
Changes to customer experience and their expectations
will accelerate and drive yet further opportunities and business
models. These changes will be
in addition to the technical and
technological changes new propulsion technologies are expected
to usher in, including public-charging infrastructure tied to changes
in the energy industry in which the
automotive industry is expected to
play a significant part.
“Mobility is being redefined
worldwide. The industry is assessing and adapting to these changes
constantly. We encourage young
people to participate in the industry as a means to put their skills
to use.”
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